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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a modeling framework that uses machine learning algorithms to make long-
term, i.e. one year-ahead predictions, of fuel consumption in multiple types of commercial prototype
buildings at one-hour resolutions. Weather and schedule variables were used as model inputs, and
the hourly fuel consumption simulated with EnergyPlus provided target values. The data was
partitioned on a monthly basis, and a feature selection method was incorporated as part of the
model to select the best subset of input variables for a given month. Neural networks (NN) and
Gaussian process (GP) regression were shown to perform better than multivariate linear regression
and ridge regression, and as such, were included as part of the model. The modeling framework was
applied to make predictions about fuel consumption in a small office, supermarket, and restaurant
in multiple climate zone. It was shown that for all climate zones for all months, the maximum
errors pertaining to one year-ahead forecasts of fuel consumption made by the ML model are 15.7
MJ (14,880 Btu), 284.3 MJ (268,516 Btu) and 74.0 MJ (70,138 Btu) respectively. The methods
and results from this study can be used to estimate on-site fuel consumption and emissions from
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HDD Heating degree-days
ML Machine Learning
MLR Multivariate linear regression
NARXNeural auto-regressive with eXogenous input
NN Neural network
σ2gauss Predictive variance obtained from GP prediction
σt Standard deviations of relevant weather variables in the training set
σe Standard deviations of relevant weather variables in the test set
λ Regularization parameter in ridge regression
φ Expanded feature space in ridge regression/EPR
ω Weights assigned to features/variables in a given ML algorithm
γ Learning rate in NN weight-update step
µt Mean values of relevant weather variables in the training set
µe Mean values of relevant weather variables in the test set
ρw(j) Normalized Pearson coefficient of weather variable j
b Kernel width in Gaussian Processes
C Cost Function
c Constant associated with shifted/translated schedule
eCV Cross-validation error associated with a given ML algorithm.
et Transient error in predicting fuel consumption at one-hour resolution
erms Root mean squared error in predicting hourly fuel consumption for a given ML algo-
rithm.
erms,NNRoot mean squared error in predicting hourly fuel consumption using static NN.
erms,GPRoot mean squared error in predicting hourly fuel consumption using GP regression.
ecov,rmsRMS error due to target values lying outside GP-suggested covariance bounds
H Number of nodes in the hidden layer
J Total number of relevant variables considered for ML algorithm post feature-selection
j1 Total number of relevant weather variables considered for ML algorithm post feature-
selection
j2 Total number of relevant schedule variables considered for ML algorithm post feature-
selection
l Number of layers in neural network
k Number of subsets of training data used for cross validation
m Number of nodes in a given neural network layer l
K(Xt,Xe)Covariance matrix obtained in GP with training features Xt and test features Xe
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N Total number of observations/data points available for training
P Total number of weather variables considered post data generation
Q Total number of schedule variables considered post data generation
RH Relative Humidity
Rw(p) Pearson Coefficient of p
th weather variable.
Rv(q) Pearson Coefficient of q
th schedule variable.




vt Set of schedule variables in training phase prior to ordering by Pearson coefficient
ve Set of schedule variables in test phase prior to ordering by Pearson coefficient
v′t Set of schedule variables in training phase after ordering by Pearson coefficient




wt Set of weather variables in training phase prior to ordering by Pearson coefficient
we Set of weather variables in test phase prior to ordering by Pearson coefficient
w′t Set of weather variables in training phase after ordering by Pearson coefficient
w′e Set of weather variables in test phase after ordering by Pearson coefficient
X Generic feature set
Xt Training feature set (also called S1)
Xe Test feature set (also called S2)
ypred Predicted fuel consumption using a given ML algorithm.
ypred,GPPredicted fuel consumption using Gaussian process regression
ypred,NNPredicted fuel consumption using static neural networks
ypred,NARXPredicted fuel consumption using NARX
ypred,ridgePredicted fuel consumption using ridge regression
ysim,t Simulated fuel consumption generated using EnergyPlus corresponding to training
data.
ysim,e Simulated fuel consumption generated using EnergyPlus corresponding to test data.
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1 Introduction
Building energy consumption contributes to as much as 39% of CO2 emissions in the United
States[1], a significant portion of which comes from space and water heating and gas equipment
end uses [2]. As such, there is a need to develop emission models that can estimate emissions
from on-site stationary combustion sources, particularly those contributed by boiler operation. Es-
timating transient building fuel consumption, therefore, is a key step in developing an integrated
building-energy related emissions model, which can subsequently be coupled with regional climate
models. Thus, knowledge of transient fuel consumption would lead to a better understanding of
impact of building emissions on regional climate, and would allow for better assessment of potential
benefits of improved building design and implementation of zero-energy building technologies [3].
The most popular approach to modeling building heating demand is using physics-based building
energy simulation packages such as BLAST, DOE2.1, eQUEST and EnergyPlus [4]. Such physics-
based or deterministic models usually contain a set of governing partial differential equations that
are derived from energy or mass balance considerations [5]. For instance, EnergyPlus employs an
integrated solution scheme that solves for transient, zero-dimensional heat, air and moisture transfer
equations that interconnect the different zones, air handling system and central plant equipment
system inside a building [4] [6]. While physics-based models enable the user to understand how
different heat and mass transfer processes affect building loads, they are often constrained by the
complexity of the building designs they can allow for [5]. Such models often fail to account for
complex and/or stochastic interactions between the energy systems in a building, and often the
resulting simplifications can result in a loss in accuracy. Thus, the accuracy of these models could
be well in excess of 100% [7] [8], and as such, these models are often better used as comparative
tools to analyze relative benefits due to a building modification, rather than an accurate predictor
of building energy consumption.
The alternatives to building energy simulation are statistical models and machine learning al-
gorithms [9]. Fumo and Biswas [10] extensively reviewed several statistical approaches (including
univariate, multivariate, autoregressive, conditional demand analysis models and compared the rel-
ative performances of these models with respect to hourly electric loads for an unoccupied house at
TxAIRE. The authors found that the root mean squared error (RMSE) corresponding to univariate
linear, univariate quadratic and multivariate linear methods were all between 40.2% to 41.1% of
average hourly load.
Machine Learning (ML) methods attempt to build a model as it “learns” the behavior of a
system from measured or observed data; however while ML methods heavily borrow concepts from
statistics, they have some subtle yet important differences with respect to conventional methods.
Rather than determining model parameters with respect to a pre-set function (as is the case with
standard statistical approaches), ML methods find an approximation to a function within some
hypothesis space, given a set of observed data, or in the case of unsupervised learning, even without
the presence of observed data [11]. While statistical methods employ goodness of fit (or similar
criterion) to as accuracy, ML methods emphasize on the prediction accuracy over model accuracy.
Relative advantages of ML methods are further discussed in [11].
Neural networks (NN) are a type of biologically-inspired machine learning algorithm, which
can be often described as interconnected set of “parallel distributed processors”, where the inter-
connected “neurons” replicate the learning process with training data and subsequently use the
knowledge to estimate actual solutions [12] [13], [14]. A multi-layer feed-forward algorithm archi-
tecture is a popular configuration that consists of neurons arranged in multiple layers: an input
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layer, one or more hidden layers and an output layer. The neurons in each layer is connected to the
subsequent layer by an activation function, which is a function of weighted sum of the outputs in
the previous layers. The weights are adjusted using a back-propagation technique where a gradient
descent algorithm is used to minimize the error between the actual data and the predicted solution.
Neural networks have the advantage of replicating non-linear transformations and as such they can
approximate complex or unknown functions fairly accurately [13] [14]. This allows neural networks
to be frequently used in estimation of time-dependent electric and thermal loads. Tso et al. [15]
determined that for households in Hong Kong with a monthly energy consumption of 100 kWh or
above, neural networks can perform equally well or better than conventional regression methods
and decision trees in predicting electrical loads.
Previous studies have also shown that autoregressive models that consider prior outputs as model
inputs can accurately predict the periodicity in building heating loads, compared to static networks
[16]. Yun et al. [16] observed that for multiple building types including a small office, medium-
sized office and a mid-rise apartment, an indexed ARX model that considers weather variables and
heating loads at previous time steps as inputs performed comparatively better than static models,
including multivariate linear regressive (MLR) models. The relative prediction errors for hourly
heating loads, as indicated by the coefficient of variation are between 9.0% and 56.5%, depending
on the building type [16].
As such, autoregressive neural networks are popular in short-term load prediction applications
[17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. Charytuneyik et al. [19] used a 21-day training window to make one
week-ahead predictions in electric loads, with a prediction mean squared error of 3.57%. Similarly
Park et al. [20] used a multi-layered perceptron (MLP) algorithm to make 24-hour forecasts of
electric load forecasts with averaged errors of less than 5%. Gonzalez [17] applied autoregressive
NN’s to make one-step ahead predictions of ambient temperature and hourly electric consumption,
achieving a coefficient of variance of less than 2%.
Aside from neural networks, this paper also applied Gaussian process (GP) regression to predict
building fuel consumption. Gaussian processes are a generalization of the Gaussian distribution
and can be defined by a mean (i.e.prediction) and a covariance function for a given input vector
[23]. As such, one of the biggest advantages of using GP regression is its ability to provide a
predictive variance along with a point estimate for each test input. Heo and Zavala [24] developed
and applied a GP regression model to predict daily chilled water consumption in an once building in
Chicago, and observed that GP regression can capture non-linear behavior in energy consumption
more accurately than standard linear regression methods used by ASHRAE [25].
While autoregressive neural networks are quite successful in making short-term forecasts with
high accuracy, this paper aims to make long-term predictions for fuel consumption, which would
subsequently be used to estimate hourly emissions from buildings. The objective, therefore, is to
make predictions of fuel consumption profile at one-hour resolution for a future year, using hourly
data from a previous year. This is a more difficult objective than making forecasts over short-term,
i.e. over the period of a few hours, as the ML algorithm does not have access to recent data and
can not adjust itself as it is making predictions. Thus, for the month of January, the proposed
model would make predictions over 744 hourly time-steps in the test phase, without knowledge of
actual data during the test phase. The proposed method uses a feature selection method to find
the optimal subset of input variables needed to make predictions, and uses a combination of neural
network and Gaussian process regression, which can provide both point estimates and prediction
variance, and is robust to variability in weather data from training to test set.
In order to address key gaps and limitations in prior research, the objectives of this analysis
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have been identified as:
• Compare different ML regression algorithms including neural networks, Gaussian Process
regression, ridge regression, multivariate linear regression and autoregressive neural networks
respect to accuracy.
• Develop a machine learning scheme that provides predictions, as well as confidence intervals
for fuel consumption at one-hour resolution over the time period of one year using hourly fuel
consumption data for a previous year.
• Determine methods to quantitatively analyze effects of variability of weather data on ML
prediction accuracies, and investigate how the ML prediction accuracies vary across multiple
climate zones and building types.
As mentioned previously, the overarching goal of this study is to make long-term predictions of
fuel consumption (i.e. over a time horizon of one year) at one hour-resolutions. Previous studies
have focused on making short-term predictions over the time horizon of a few hours to few days at
one-hour resolution predictions with good accuracy. However, relatively less work has been done
on long-term forecasts of energy consumption at hourly or sub-hourly levels, which is a much more
difficult objective. Thus, results from this study can subsequently be used by building designers,
owners and engineers to make improved decisions pertaining to building efficiency (e.g. better
demand response management strategies), as well as be useful in smart grid applications.
This sections that follow detail the development and analysis of a modeling framework that
attempts to meet the aforementioned objective of making long-term forecasts at one-hour resolution
with a low prediction error. Section 2 details the existing machine learning methods used in this
study, whereas section 3 presents a description of used data, as well as explains how the methods
introduced in section 2 were used to develop and optimize the modeling framework. Section 4
compares the performance of different machine learning algorithms and discusses why static neural
network and Gaussian processes were selected as part of the overall modeling framework, analyzes
the performance of the overall model in predicting fuel consumption in different building types
and multiple climate zones, and evaluates the robustness of the model under perturbation of key
modeling parameters. Finally, the conclusions are presented in section 5.
2 Description of Machine Learning Methods Used
2.1 Neural Networks
Neural Networks are machine learning algorithms which can be described as a network of intercon-
nected “neurons” that model non-linear relationships between the input vector and the predicted
values. In a multi-layered feed-forward NN, the neurons are arranged in several layers, with each
neuron consisting of a vector of inputs, weights associated with each input and an activation func-
tion. The outputs from the activation function become inputs for the neurons in the subsequent
layer. The process of learning, thus, becomes the procedure of learning the weights to minimize the
mean squared error cost function, which is done by back-propagation [12].
Figure 1 shows a schematic of a static multi-layered feed-forward NN, where each node represents
an activation function. In a given node m located in layer l, the activation function can be expressed
as follows:
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Table 1. Configurations of neural networks used in this analysis
Number of epochs for CV 10
Number of epochs for prediction 100
Number of inputs, |X| for CV 2,3,....(P+Q)
Number of inputs, |X| for prediction J
Number of hidden layers 1
Activation function in hidden layer Sigmoid
Activation function in final layer Linear






In this analysis, a sigmoid layer was used as an activation function in the hidden, so as to ensure
that output from the given layer is within the interval [0,1]. Here, (S(m)l) is the linear combination





The weights in each layer are updated using stochastic gradient descent, which is a simple
optimization algorithm [26] that minimizes the mean squared error by applying gradient descent
on a smaller subset of data in each iteration. The weight update for each example in the training
set can be expressed as:




Here, ωlmi is magnitude of the weight assigned to the input in node i in layer l corresponding
to the output in node m in layer (l + 1). γ is the learning rate, which is a parameter that denotes
the magnitude by which the weight is updated in each iteration. e is the root-mean squared error,
which can be expressed as:
e2 = (ypred,NN − ysim,t)2 (4)
Here, ypred,NN is the predicted value i.e. output in the final NN layer L during training, and
ysim,t is the target value in training phase. The partial derivative
∆e
∆ωmi
is obtained by back-
propagation [26], [12].
Barron [27] suggested that for a neural network with one hidden layer, the optimal number of
hidden nodes is [ N|X|log(N) ]
1/2, where X is the feature set i.e. either Xt or Xe. The neural network
configurations, applicable to both static NN and NARX, are summarized in table 1. The neural
network toolbox in MATLAB 2015b [28] was used to implement regression using static NN and
NARX in this paper.
The NARX (nonlinear autoregressive with eXogenous input) model was compared with the
aforementioned static network in this paper. The NARX model also uses the same multi-layered
feed-forward algorithm as the static network; however, the NARX model uses lagged time-series
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data, i.e. lagged inputs as well as outputs, are used as inputs to predict the current output. For the
NARX network in this model, the current output was assumed to be a function of current input
values (i.e. current weather and schedules), as well as outputs in the previous time steps. This can
be expressed as follows:
ypred,NARX(t) = f(ypred,NARX(t− 1), ypred,NARX(t− 2), ..ypred,NARX(t− τ); X(t)) (5)
Here in this analysis, we implemented NARX using outputs from five previous time steps, i.e.
τ = 5. The NARX network is trained using target values as time-laggged outputs, i.e. ysim,t(t −
1)...ysim,t(t−τ). However, as the objective is to make long-term forecasts over an entire year at one-
hour resolution and we do not have access to the target values ysim,e during test/prediction phase,
the NARX network is used in a closed-loop configuration during prediction phase [28]. This means
that the predicted values using the NARX algorithm, i.e. ypred,NARX(t − 1)....ypred,NARX(t − τ),
are used as lagged outputs.
2.2 Gaussian Processes
A Gaussian process (GP) can be defined as a collection of random variables, where any subset
of these variables have a joint Gaussian distribution [23]. GP regression method uses a slightly
different approach to other regression methods such as linear regression or neural networks - it
makes inferences in the function space rather than the weight space [23]. This means that instead
of learning weights that can be assigned to features (or some functions of features), the GP regression
method assumes that the training and test points come from a joint distribution and learns the
covariance matrix that defines this distribution. One of the biggest strengths of GP regression is its
ability to provide confidence specific to each test point. Thus, if there are a lot of training points
in the proximity of a test point, the uncertainty in GP prediction will be low and the confidence
bounds will be tighter. On the other hand, if there are not too many points near the test point,
the GP will provide looser confidence intervals associated with its prediction.
The covariance is often modeled using a squared exponential kernel:







Here Xn1 and Xn2 are both data points with J features, σf is a hyper-parameter indicating the
signal variance of the kernel function, and σm is a cha. Hence if we are given training pairs (Xt, ft),













Here, K represents the Kernel matrix. Thus, we can make predictions fe as follows [23]:
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Hence ypred,GP = fe denotes the predictions of GP regression at a given test point (Xe), and
σgauss = cov(fe) denotes the confidence interval at that point. The details on formulation of GP
regression is available in other literature [23]. The GP regression tool in MATLAB [29] is used to
implement GP regression in this analysis. The regression tool determines the hyper-parameters σf
and σm by minimizing the negative log marginal likelihood, which can be expressed as [23]:
log p(ft|Xt) = −1
2
K(Xt,Xt)





2.3 Multivariate Linear Regression
Multivariate linear regression method is a simple regression method, and is currently employed by
energy practitioners to model energy consumption/demand. The linear regression model is defined
by the weight/coefficient vector ωMLR = [ω1, ω2...ωJ ], where J is the total number of features
selected for the model. The model tries to minimize the sum of squared error, which can be






(ysim,t − ωTMLR(Xt)2) (11)









Ridge regression is one of the simplest algorithms that can be easily formulated and solved, and can
account for non-linearlity by expanding the feature space of feature variables. When the feature






(ysim,t − ωTφ(Xt)2 + 1
2
λ||ω||2 (14)
The weight vector can be found by taking derivative of C and setting it to zero. The final
expression for the weight vector can be obtained as:
ω = φ(φTφ+ λIn)
−1ysim,t (15)
The regression process in this particular study accounted for the non-linearities by employing a
quadratic kernel. This means that the feature space is transformed into an expanded feature space
φ(Xt where φ(Xt) is the set of all monomials with a maximum exponent of 2 such that φ(Xt =
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Table 2. Details of building types used to simulate fuel consumption values in EnergyPlus
Small Office Supermarket Restaurant
Single-Story, five-zone building
Area = 511 m2
Mass walls, Attic roof,
slab-in-grade floor
Window to wall ratio = 21.2%
Single-Story, five-zone building
Area = 4,181 m2
Mass walls, built-up-flat roof,
slabe-on-grade floor
Window to wall ratio = 10.9%
Single-story, two-zone building
Area = 511 m2
Steel-frame wall, attic roof,
slab-on-grade floor
Window to wall ratio = 17.1%
2.5 Cross-validation
Cross-validation (CV) is a useful technique that allows us to estimate how a given ML algorithm
will perform on a test set by only using training data. It also allows us to make modeling choices,
e.g. choose optimal hyper-parameters, that minimizes the prediction error of a the ML algorithm.
k-fold cross-validation is a type of CV, where the training data is divided into k subsets. The ML
algorithm is applied over k epochs, and at each epoch, one of the k subsets is ‘held out’ as a test set.
This means that at a single different subset is taken as a test set, and the remaining (k-1) subsets
are used as training sets. Thus at each epoch, the ML algorithm is trained using (k-1) training
pairs, and tested on the corresponding ’held out’ test set, and the corresponding prediction error is
stored. Once all k epochs are exhausted, the cross-validation error (eCV ) is reported as the mean
of the k prediction errors.
Cross-validation is a useful technique to optimize hyper-parameters in a given ML algorithm,
as well as estimate how well the algorithm might do in a prediction set. The ML scheme described
in section 4.2 uses a 10-fold cross-validation scheme. Besides giving an estimate of the prediction
error on the actual test set, the cross-validation method allowed us to select the optimal subset of
input features. Details of feature selection method are provided in section 2.3.
3 Model Description
3.1 Data Generation and Pre-processing
The machine learning scheme applies a combination of neural network and Gaussian process (GP)
regression to make time-series predictions for each month, and uses weather and schedule variables as
inputs or features. We analyzed the performance of the proposed scheme for hourly fuel consumption
profiles in small office, supermarket and restaurant at four different climate zones. Table 2 presents
the details of building types that were used to simulate fuel consumption values in EnergyPlus,
on which the ML modeling framework was applied. Table 3 lists the locations for which the ML
method was applied, whereas table 4 details all the weather and schedule variables considered for
analysis. The climate zones were selected such that the ML scheme can be tested for a diverse range
of weather patterns, as observed from the annual heating-degree days (HDD) and cooling-degree
days (CDD) for each location in 2013.
Both the schedule and weather variables in the training and test sets are normalized such that
they are scaled in the order of ∼ O(1). The weather and schedule variables are normalized using
the maximum and minimum values of the corresponding variable in the training year, as expressed
below:
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Table 3. List of location and corresponding climate Zones for which ML regression method was applied. The annual
heating degree days (HDD) and cooling degree days (CDD) were calculated for training year 2013 using 18.3 C (65
F) as reference temperature
Location Climate Zone Latitude Longitude Annual HDD Annual CDD
Hill City, MN 6A 46◦ 59’ N 93◦ 35’ W 4281 424
Olympus, UT 5B 40◦ 39’ N 111◦ 46’ W 3520 424
Phoenix, AZ 2B 33◦ 27’ N 112◦ 04’ W 1084 1522
Baltimore, MD 4A 39◦ 17’ N 70◦ 26’ W 2775 544































wp ← wp −min(wp)
max(wp,t)−min(wp,t) (17)
vq ← vq −min(vq)
max(vq,t)−min(vq,t) (18)
Here max(wp,t) and min(wp,t) are maximum and minimum values of a given weather variable
wp in the training year 2013, and likewise, max(vq,t) and min(vq,t) represent the maximum and
minimum values of a given schedule variable vq,t in 2013. We used actual weather data for years
2013 and 2014 obtained from Mesowest web portal: mesowest.utah.edu [30], and used default values
in EnergyPlus for schedule variables. The binary variables (in table 2) refer to schedule variables
that can take either of two states (‘on’ or ‘off’). Examples of schedules which are, or can be
can be converted to binary schedules after normalization are: HVAC operation schedule, heating
temperature schedule, cooling temperature schedule, etc. When two schedules are identical, they
are merged into a single binary variable.
We generated the target values using EnergyPlus, on which we applied the ML regression scheme
[6]. EnergyPlus is an energy simulation package containing several physics-based modules that
collectively calculate the heating and cooling loads of building based on heat and mass balances
[6]. EnergyPlus is an open-source tool developed and supported by the U.S. Department of Energy,
and it combines the capabilities of BLAST and DOE-2, along with new features [31].
EnergyPlus was used to generate the training and the training targets for the following reasons:
(a) It allows us to generate fuel consumption data for multiple commercial building types under a
diverse range of climate zones, thereby allowing us to investigate the robustness of the proposed
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model across multiple building types and climate zones and (b) it allows us to investigate the
robustness of the model due to shift in schedule variables from the training to the test set. Thus,
using EnergyPlus to generate fuel consumption data allows us to test the prediction accuracies of
the ML framework for a given building type across multiple climate zones. This approach has been
mentioned and used in previous literature pertaining to prediction of building energy consumption
[16].
3.2 Modeling Framework
The modeling framework uses static neural network and Gaussian processes to make one-year ahead
predictions at one-hour resolutions. To select suitable machine learning algorithms to be included
as part of the overall model, the performances of several machine learning algorithms, including
static neural networks, NARX, Gaussian process regression, ridge regression and multivariate lin-
ear regression were compared. It was discussed in the section 1 that previous studies showed static
and autoregressive neural networks are quite accurate in making short-term predictions of energy
consumption, and so they are considered as potential candidates as suitable machine learning al-
gorithms for making long-term predictions as well. Gaussian process regression is selected as a
potential candidate as it can produce a bounded interval that has a high probability of encapsu-
lating the actual fuel consumption profile. The values of the covariance bounds suggested by GP
regression is specific to each test point for the prediction year 2014. multivariate linear regression
is currently used in practice to predict building consumption, and is included as part of ASHRAE
protocol [25]. Ridge regression is a simple, quick algorithm that can account for non-linearity in
fuel consumption profile using a higher-order kernel. As such, both multivariate linear regression
and ridge regression are also considered as suitable ML algorithms.
Section 4.1 compares the performance of the aforementioned machine learning algorithms. The
analysis shows that static NN and GP regression performs comparatively better than the other
three ML algorithms. Thus, these two algorithms are included as part of the overall ML modeling
framework
Both the training and test data are segregated by months, and as such, for a given month,
the ML algorithm is trained using feature and target sets for year 2013, and tested using feature
set for 2014. The scheme uses a combination of feature ranking and embedded forward selection
methods [32]. The feature ranking method assigns a score to each weather and schedule variable
by estimating the degree of its contribution to the fuel consumption profile, whereas the forward
selection method finds the optimal subset of weather and schedule variables that is likely to yield
a high prediction accuracy. The details of feature selection are provided in section 2.3.
The overall scheme can can be summarized as follows:
• Step 1: For a given month, initialize all weather variables w = [w1, w2, ....wP ] and schedule
variables v = [v1, v2, v3, .....vQ] for all hours for both training and test data. Thus, for the
month of January, for both training and test weather sets, the weather data would be a
matrices of size [744× P], corresponding to 744 hourly data points and P weather variables.
Likewise, the schedule data would be matrices of size [744×Q].
• Step 2: Compute the Pearson coefficients of all weather variables (Rw) and schedule variables
(Rv) for the training data. The Pearson coefficient is a measure of the linear correlation
between a given variable and the output, and is used as a metric for feature ranking in this
analysis.
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• Step 3: Sort the weather and schedule variable sets separately in descending order with
respect to their Pearson coefficients obtained in the previous step, and order the weather
variables w and schedule variables v in the same order - both for training and test set. Thus,
the new matrices are w′t and v
′




e for the test set, such that
wt,1 and vt,2 have the highest Pearson coefficients among the weather and schedule variables
respectively in the training set.
• Step 4: Apply forward selection (as detailed in section 2.3) using neural network and Gaussian
process regression model to select the subset of weather and schedule variables that minimize
the cross-validation (CV) error. For feature selection, only relative errors are of interest,
and so for neural networks, only 10 epochs are used to improve computational efficiency.
Here, one epoch means one pass of the machine learning algorithm over the entire training
data. Thus the forward selection would provide the training and test feature sets Xt and Xe.
Both the training and the test feature sets are sized [N × J ], where N is total number of
observations/data points in the feature set, J is the total number of ‘relevant’ variables, i.e.
optimal subset of input variables corresponding to minimum CV error in the forward selection
method.
• Step 5: Apply static neural network (NN) for 100 epochs, using the subset of weather and
schedule variables found in the previous step. The neural network is trained using the input-
output pair (Xt, ysim.t) and tested using the feature set Xe. Record the predictions on the
test set ypred,NN the cross-validation error, eCV,NN . The value of eCV,NN reported is the
minimum of cross-validation errors obtained over 100 epochs.
• Step 6: Apply Gaussian process (GP) regression using the same feature sets Xt and Xe
and training target values ysim,t to compute the GP prediction ypred,GP , corresponding cross-
validation error (eCV,GP ).
• Step 7: Compare the relative CV errors of NN and GP. If eCV,NN < eCV,GP , assign the final
prediction to be ypred,NN , else assign the final prediction to be ypred,GP .
• Step 8: Determine the RMS error erms to represent point accuracy and the covariance error
ecov,rms to represent range accuracy - the latter applicable to Gaussian process regression only.
For cases where NARX, ridge regression and linear regression were reapplied, the final pre-
diction in step 7 was assigned to be the prediction of the ML algorithm with the minimum
cross-validation accuracy.
A schematic diagram of the static neural network is presented in figure 1.
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Figure 1. Static Network to compute fuel consumption at hourly intervals
Algorithm 1 Description of ML scheme
Set w = [w1, w2, ....wP ] and v = [v1, v2, ....vQ] for both training (wt,vt)and test feature sets
(we,ve).
Compute Rw = [Rw.1, Rw.2, ....Rw,P ] and Rv = [Rv,1, Rv,2, ....Rv,Q] for training feature set.
[Rw, idxw]← sort(Rw) , [Rv, idxv]← sort(Rw) for training feature set.




Apply forward selection with chosen ML algorithm(s) to find the optimal feature sets Xt and
Xe.
for epoch = 1,2....100 do
Apply static NN: train using [Xt, ysim,t] and test on Xe to make predictions ypred,NN
Find cross-validation error in each epoch. e(epoch)
end for
Determine eCV,NN ← min(e).
Apply GP regression to determine ypred,GP , predictive variance σ
2
gauss and cross-validation error
eCV,GP
Compare (eCV,NN , eCV.GP ). If eCV,NN < eCV.GP , ypred ← ypred,NN , else ypred ← ypred,GP
Report ypred and σgauss.
3.3 Feature Ranking and Selection
As mentioned in section 2.2, the first step is rank the elements within the sets of weather variables
(wt and we) and schedule variables (vt and ve) . This is done using the Pearson coefficient, which
can be expressed as:
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Here, Rw(p) denotes the Pearson coefficient of a given weather variable p, and cov and var
represent the covariance and variance operators respectively. The Pearson coefficients of a generic





The feature ranking using Pearson coefficients are only able to detect linear dependencies, and so
it is used in conjunction with a more rigorous embedded method. The embedded method employed
is a varaint of the forward selection approach [32], as stated in section 2.2), which uses the ML
algorithm itself to determine a nested subset of variables which are likely to be most relevant [32].
Assuming that the ordered sets from the Pearson coefficient criteria are w′t = [wt,1, wt,2...wt,P ]
and v′t = [vt,1, vt,2...vt,Q], with P and Q being the maximum dimensions of these sets respectively,
the forward selection starts with wt,1 and vt,1, and uses them as inputs for the static network 1,
GP regression or other ML algorithm, before recording the corresponding CV error. Progressively,
one entry from each set w′ and v′ are added before all entries in each set are exhausted. The
combination of variables yielding the lowest CV error are considered as most relevant and are kept
for subsequent steps. Thus, the forward selection algorithm returns the training feature set Xt and
test feature set Xe, each sized N × J . The number of weather and schedule variables in either set
are j1 and j2 respectively, where j1 ≤ P , j2 ≤ Q, and j1 + j2 = J . Therefore, the feature sets
Xt and Xe are subsets of the original set that minimises the CV error, and hypothetically, is the
optimal subset that could potentially minimize the prediction error as well.
The algorithm can be summarized as follows:
Algorithm 2 Description of Feature Selection Algorithm
for p = 1.....P do
for q = 1.....Q do









Apply ML regression algorithm (NN or GP) and find the corresponding cross-validation
error, eCV (p, q).
end for
end for
Find (j1, j2) = arg min(p,q) eCV (p, q)
Return Xt and Xe where the number of weather and schedule variables are j1 and j2.
We will now demonstrate this process with an example: table 3.3 shows the matrix of neural
























t,5] denotes [dry-bulb temperature, relative humidity,




t,7] correspond to [binary
schedule 1, infiltration schedule, binary schedule 2, lighting schedule, water heater schedule, oc-
cupancy schedule and equipment schedule]. Once the entries in weather variable and schedule
variable sets are sorted, we notice that the minimum cross-validation error is obtained when w′t
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Table 5. Matrix of eCV,NN obtained for January fuel consumption profile in Baltimore. Each row represents an
additional weather variable added to w′t and each column represents an additional schedule variable to v
′
t. Thus,























w′t,1 0.422 0.4135 0.3603 0.3146 0.3133 0.2635 0.2497
w′t,2 0.3837 0.3811 0.3405 0.3120 0.3127 0.2635 0.2497
w′t,3 0.3944 0.3808 0.3525 0.3118 0.3049 0.2728 0.2709
w′t,4 0.3815 0.3843 0.3529 0.3096 0.3251 0.2854 0.2708
w′t,5 0.3685 0.3604 0.3222 0.2859 0.2981 0.2543 0.2604

























t,7], such that j1 = 1, j2 = 7 and J = 8.
3.3.1 Evolutionary Polynomial Regression as a benchmark model
The feature selection method proposed in Algorithm 2 is compared with a benchmark Evolutionary
Polynomial Regression (EPR) model [33]. Evolutionary polynomial algorithm is an integrated
regression framework that combines numerical regression with a genetic algorithm-based feature
selection method.
In EPR [33], the target vector y can be expressed as follows:
yN×1 = [IN×1 φN×M]× [β0 β1 ... βm]T (21)
Here y is the target vector containing N data points, I is a vector of unit values, and β =
[β0 β1 ... βm] are regression coefficients obtained using least squares. φ is the expanded feature
space from original features Xt, and can be expressed as:












Here m is the index of the expanded feature in feature space φ and ES is a matrix of exponents
where the entry ES(m, j) corresponds to the exponent of original feature Xt,j inside the m
th term
in φ. Thus, EPR works on the basis of optimizing the matrix of exponents ES using a genetic
algorithm and determining the regression coefficients β using least squares. In this paper, the
genetic algorithm was implemented using MATLAB. Details of the EPR algorithm can be obtained
in [33]. In this study, the entries ES(m, j) are limited to integer values [0, 1, 2]. Thus, the EPR
algorithm serves as a feature selection method besides a regression method - as features with zero
exponent in all terms in an expression can be considered redundant.
3.4 Model Optimization
The overall modeling framework presented in section 3.2 requires two key modeling choices: (i)
selection of machine learning algorithms and (ii) selection of the subset of input variables/features.
The process of selection of ML algorithms is detailed in sections 3.2 and 4.1. The subset of relevant
input variables is selected using the feature selection method, as demonstrated in section 3.3.
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Table 6. List of model parameters and hyper-parameters for each ML algorithm in this analysis.
ML Algorithm Model Parameters Hyper-parameters
Static NN ωNN H
NARX ωNARX H, τ
GP regression f¯e, σgauss b
Ridge Regression ωridge λ
MLR ωMLR —
The parameters pertaining to each individual machine learning algorithm also need to be op-
timized. These parameters can be grouped into two categories: standard model parameters and
hyper-parameters. The model parameters define the state of a given ML model and can be learned
from the data. Hyper-parameters, on the other hand, are relatively higher-level modeling choices,
that are not learned directly from the data, are either learned through cross-validation or empirical
relations. Table 3.4 refers to the model parameters and hyper-parameters for each ML model.
The neural network weight vectors ωNN and ωNARX define the static NN and NARX models
respectively, and are learned through the back-propagation algorithm, as described in section 2.1.
The number of nodes in the hidden layer, H is a hyper-parameter for both static NN and NARX
networks. As mentioned in section 2.1, the optimal number of hidden nodes for a neural network
with one hidden layer is determined as H = [ N|X| log(N) ]
1/2 [27], where |X| is the total number
of input features. For NARX models, the hyper-parameter τ signifies the number of prior time-
steps for which lagged outputs are considered as features, and is determined using cross-validation.
The weights vectors/coefficients ωMLR and ωridge are model parameters that define the state of
multivariate linear regression and ridge regression respectively. In case of ridge regression, the
hyper-parameter λ is obtained using 10-fold cross-validation, by performing a grid search within
the interval [10−4, 104].
As mentioned in section 2.2, Gaussian Process regression is slightly different from the other
ML algorithms mentioned in this study. Rather than being defined by a set of weights or other
model parameters, GP make inferences directly in the function-space [23]. The covariance matrix
that determines the mean and covariance function is modeled using a squared exponential kernel,
which contains the hyper-parameters σf and σm. The Gaussian process regression tool in MATLAB
internally these hyper-parameters by minimizing the negative log marginal likelihood function [29],
which is presented in equation 10.
It should be noted that for a particular building type in a climate zone, the learned weights
and hyper-parameters for a ML algorithm are specific to a given month only. Considering fuel
consumption predictions of the aforementioned ML algorithms for a small office in Hill City, MN
as example, the hyper-parameters are listed in table 3.4.
4 Results and Discussion
Figures 2-23 show how the machine learning algorithms perform across different building types and
climate locations. As mentioned previously, the ML models are trained separately for each month
using hourly data sets for year 2013, as long as the mean squared value of the hourly heating load
was at least 5% of the peak hourly load in that year. The predictions were subsequently done for
hourly fuel consumption in the corresponding months for the year 2014. The following accuracy
17
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Table 7. Values of hyper-parameters for each ML algorithm corresponding to fuel consumption predictions in a small
office in Hill City, January.
ML Algorithm Hyper-parameters
Static NN H = 4
NARX H = 3, τ = 5
GP regression σm = 0.216, σf = 0.269
Ridge Regression λ = 12.38
MLR —
metrics were used to quantitatively evaluate the performance of ML models.
The transient hourly error (et) can be expressed as:
et = ysim,e − ypred (23)










For Gaussian process (GP) regression, an error associated with its predictive covariane can














if ysim,e < ypred,GP + σgauss
0 otherwise
(25)






We will compare the performance of different ML algorithms using the error metrics presented
above, and discuss and quantitatively evaluate the role of co-variate shift, i.e. variability in our
weather data, in affecting our prediction error. Subsequently we will use the error metrics to quantify
the accuracy of the presented ML regression scheme, and analyze how the accuracy varies across
different climate zones and building types. Finally, we will discuss the effect of key parameters on
the prediction error.
4.1 Sample results and comparison between ML algorithms
Figures 2 - 4 show how the different machine learning algorithms perform on an EnergyPlus-
simulated data set for a small office located in Hill City, Minnesota. Figure 2 illustrate how the
ML predictions of the hourly fuel consumption for January compare with those obtained using
18
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EnergyPlus. The plots show that in general, both the static neural networks and GP regression
follow the EnergyPlus-simulated fuel consumption comparatively better than the NARX network,
ridge regression with a second order polynomial kernel, and multivariate linear regression. The
fuel consumption is normalized in these plots with respect to its maximum value in a given year.
Figure 3 shows how the simulated fuel consumption profile compares with predictions from ML
algorithms compare over a 24-hour time period in a typical January day. The figure shows that, for
the given day, the static neural network and the GP regression prediction are within 19.61% and
27.44% of the simulated fuel consumption prediction. The GP covariance bounds also encapsulate
the simulated load fairly well, with a covariance error of 15.18%. The plot also shows that for the
duration of said 24 hours, 41.67% of the data points lie within the Gaussian covariance bounds.
Figure 4 compares the hourly transient error, et for static NN and GP regression. The two plots
appear to correspond to each other closely, and for both ML algorithms, et appears to oscillate
about a close-to-zero mean. The latter claim is supported by a small value (<2%) of the relative
monthly error (emonth), which aggregates et over an entire month.
Figure 5 shows how predictions of different ML algorithms compare with each other for a typical
day in April for a small office at the same location. The weather and gas consumption profile for a
small office in Hill City differs from January to April: the mean of the hourly ambient temperature
and the RMS of hourly gas consumption for January are -11.4 C and 83.6 MJ respectively, whereas
the corresponding values for April are 7.54 C and 20.7 MJ. The figure re-affirms the claim that
static NN and GP regression perform better than NARX, multivariate linear regression and ridge
regression - in fact, for the given consumption pattern, the improvement in performance of static
NN and GP regression compared to the other algorithms appears to be even greater. The prediction
errors (erms) for NN and GP in April are 37.9% and 36.9% respectively, while the corresponding
erms for NARX, ridge and multivariate regression all exceed 59%. Thus, employing NN or GP is
likely to produce more accurate results compared to multivariate regression methods employed by
ASHRAE [25], which agrees with suggestions by Heo and Zavala [24]. Figure 6 compares the relative
errors of different ML algorithms for each month during the heating period, i.e. months where the
RMS of fuel consumption was 5% or more than the yearly peak value. For all months within this
heating period,the prediction errors for static NN and GP regression are lower than NARX, ridge
regression and multivariate linear regression. The figure also presents the cross-validation error for
static NN and GP regression, which is an indicator for in-model performance of the respective ML
algorithms.
To verify whether this observation holds for a different fuel consumption pattern, the aforemen-
tioned ML algorithms were tested on a supermarket in Phoenix, AZ. Figure 7 shows that for a
different fuel consumption profile, static NN and GP regression, in general, perform comparatively
better than the other algorithms. Both NARX network and ridge regression require a greater num-
ber of input features, and as such, are more prone to over-fitting. On the other hand, multivariate
linear regression is likely to be prone to under-fitting, as it does not account for non-linearities in the
target function, i.e. simulated fuel consumption from EnergyPlus). As static NN and GP regression
provide a compromise between generalization and function expressiveness and consistently perform
better than NARX model, ridge regression and multi-regression, static NN and GP regression will
be considered for further analysis.
Figures 6 and 7 also show that the feature selection method presented in section 3.3, in general,
performs better than the EPR algorithm. This could be because of one or both of the following
reasons: (i) The performance of the EPR algorithm might have dropped with increasing number
of features and (ii) The EPR algorithm does not treat the weather and the schedule variables in a
19
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Figure 2. Hourly fuel consumption predictions of ML algorithms including: NN, NARX, GP regression, ridge
regression and multivariate linear regression for a small office in Hill City, MN during January 2014. The interval
between t = [97, 120] hours is presented in detail in figure 3.
segregated manner.
4.2 Effect of weather variability between training and test sets
So far, it has been assumed that the schedule variables do not change from training feature set to
test feature set, and so the discrepancies in distributions of inputs would occur only for weather
data between the two feature sets. However, each weather variable does not contribute equally
to the target function, and an approximation of which weather variables are important and to
what extent, can be determined using the Pearson coefficient criterion detailed in section 3.3.
Variability in weather from training to test set causes co-variate shift, which is simply a discrepancy
in distribution between the training weather data wt and test weather data we [34].
The January weather data and corresponding fuel consumption data for a small office in Hill City
can be used as an example to illustrate the effect of covariate shift on the prediction accuracies. From
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Figure 3. Hourly fuel consumption predictions of different machine learning algorithms over a time period of 24
hours for a small office in Hill City, MN during January 5, 2014. The 24-hour profile in this figure corresponds to
the profile within the segmented interval in figure 2.
the forward selection method in the feature selection procedure using static NN, it was determined
that the lowest cross-validation error was obtained when the subset of input variables were: dry-
bulb temperature (weather variable); equipment schedule, lighting schedule, occupancy schedule,
water heater schedule, and infiltration schedule (schedule variable). Since dry-bulb temperature is
by far the most significant weather variable, the target and the predicted values of fuel consumption
are plotted as a function of dry-bulb temperature (figure 8).
Figure 8 illustrates an example of simple covariate shift, where the relationship between the
fuel consumption and the relevant subset of inputs do not change, but the prior distribution of
the inputs change from training to test set. In figure 8, the red domain represents the test set
and the black domain the training set. The non-dimensional mean values of the training and the
test try-bulb temperatures are: µt = 0.289 (corresponding to -11.4 C), µe = 0.2058 (-17.0 C),
whereas the corresponding variances are σt = 0.0113 (7.27 C) and σe = 0.0177 (9.09 C). Figure
9 provides an illustration of a case where the combination of Pearson coefficient feature ranking
and forward feature selection picks two weather variables. For predicting fuel consumption in
December at a small office in Phoenix AZ, the relevant subset of weather variables were found to
be dry-bulb temperature and relative humidity. The mean values corresponding to the training and
test set were found to be: µt = (x, y) = (Tdb, RH) = (0.479, 0.284) (corresponding to Tdb = 9.97
C and RH = 35.4%) and µe = (0.495, 0.474) (corresponding to 10.4 C and 52.2%), whereas the
corresponding standard deviations are: σt = (0.1746, 0.221) (corresponding to 5.33 C and 19.6%)
and σe = (0.193, 0.260) (corresponding to 4.83 C and 23.2%). The positive shift in mean relative
humidity is the predominating change from the training to the test.
It is hypothesized that the discrepancies in prediction errors can be explained using similarity
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Figure 4. Transient hourly error for static neural net-
work and Gaussian process regression in predicting
hourly fuel consumption in January




































Figure 5. Fuel consumption predictions of different
machine learning algorithms over a time period of 24
hours for April 5, 2014
scores that describe that variability of weather data between the training set and the test set and the
variance of weather data within the training set itself. As such, a variant of the squared exponential
function can be used to find the similarity matrix (K(n1, n2)).

















Here n1 and n2 are generic data points within the training and test feature sets wt and we
respectively, and j1 is the total number of relevant weather variables. The term in the denominator
of equation 27 is the root mean square of the target values in the training set. This term ensures that
when the average fuel consumption is relatively lower in a given month, the entries are penalized
comparatively more for being dissimilar. The normalized Pearson coefficients ρw(j) indicate the
extent to which a given weather variable j could potentially affect the hourly gas consumption
profile.










Here N1 and N2 are the number of observations in sets wt and we respectively, and the term
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Figure 6. Relative errors of Static neural network,
Gaussian Process Regression, NARX network, ridge
regression and multivariate linear regression in pre-
dicting hourly fuel consumption for a small office in
Hill City, MN.




























Figure 7. Relative errors of Static neural network,
Gaussian Process Regression, NARX network, ridge
regression and multivariate linear regression in pre-
dicting hourly fuel consumption for a supermarket in
Phoenix, AZ.
N1N2 is introduced to bound the similarity values between [0, 1]. Similarly a term s(wt,wt) could
be similarly computed to quantify the variance within the training weather data itself.
Figures 10 and 11 show that the NN prediction error shows a negative correlation with respect
to both s(wt,we) and s(wt,wt). The plots show that 90% of all data points with values of both
s(wt,we) and s(wt,wt) greater 0.6 have a relative error of 10% or lower. Thus, the similarity
scores provide a way to generalize discrepancies in prediction errors across multiple climate zones
and building types.
4.3 Performance of ML algorithms over different climate zones and build-
ing types
Figures 12 - 14 show how the root-mean squared (RMS) average of hourly fuel consumption and
RMS of associated absolute errors vary over different months at Hill City, MN for a small office,
supermarket and restaurant respectively. As mentioned previously, only months where the RMS
of hourly fuel consumption is ≥ 5% of the peak hourly fuel consumption was considered for this
analysis. The figures 12 and 13 show that, in general for small office and supermarket, the relative
error in NN prediction is comparatively higher in ‘warmer’ months (i.e. months between March to
October), but the corresponding absolute errors are still relatively low in these months due to its
low fuel consumption.
Figures 15 - 17 show how the absolute values of root-mean squared hourly NN prediction errors
vary for different climate zones. The plots reiterate the observations that the colder locations, i.e.
Hill City and Baltimore, have higher values of absolute errors. For all climate zones presented in
this paper, the maximum errors in fuel consumption for a small office, supermarket and restaurant
are 15.7 MJ, 284.3 and 74.0 MJ respectively.
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Figure 8. Simulated fuel consumption from EP,
static NN predictions and GP regression predictions
as a function of dry-bulb temperature for a small
office at Hill City, MN during January. Red box
































Figure 9. Simulated fuel consumption from EP and
static NN predictions as a function of dry-bulb tem-
perature and relative humidity for a small office at
Pheonix, AZ during December. Red box indicates
training domain, black box indicates test domain
The figures also illustrate that for supermarket and for restaurant, the absolute errors in NN
prediction are highest in March for all locations except Phoenix, which is a comparatively much
warmer climate zone. The absolute errors corresponding to the small office case in March are also
high - for instance, the absolute error for Hill City in March is as high as 14.83 MJ. This is mainly
due to the relatively high values of relative error (erms,NN ) in predicting transient fuel consumption
in March compared to December to February, as presented in figures 18 - 20.
Figures 18-19 also show that the relative errors for all locations follow a similar trend for small
office and a supermarket. The maximum value of erms,NN for the small office case for all locations
is 49.3% at Olympus, UT at March and for the supermarket case, is 38.7% at Phoenix, AZ in April.
Figures 18-19 also illustrate that the values of erms,NN during the months of March to November
for these two building types are, in general, higher for the comparatively warmer climate zones, i.e.
Olympus UT and Phoenix AZ. This could be because the mean fuel consumption at these locations
during the months March to November are relatively lower at these two locations compared to the
mean fuel consumption at Hill City, MN and Baltimore, MD.
Figure 20 presents the relative errors for restaurant for all climate zones. We can observe
that for all locations, the relative errors are lower in magnitude for a restaurant than for small
office or supermarket - for instance, the maximum relative error (erms,NN ) for a restaurant for all
locations is 16.3%, which is lower than the maximum values of erms,NN obtained for small office
and supermarket. The RMS of hourly fuel consumption in a restaurant is greater than 5% of the
peak value over the entire year, even during the summer months. This could be because the fuel
consumption profile for a restaurant is likely to be more dependent on schedules than in the case
of small office or a supermarket. The low prediction errors for the restaurant cases are indicated
by the high similarity scores, as observed in figures 10 and 11.
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Figure 10. Prediction Errors vs s(wt,we) - indicates
discrepancy between the training weather data and
the test weather data
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Figure 11. Prediction Errors vs s(wt,wt) - indicates
variance within the training weather data
Figure 21 - 23 show how the error in NN predictions of monthly fuel consumption (emonth,NN )
varies over different climate zones. The maximum values of emonth,NN corresponding to small office,
supermarket and restaurant are 23.5%, 6.78% and 5.50% respectively. As mentioned, emonth is an
aggregation of the transient hourly error et. Since et can take both positive an negative values, the
monthly error in NN precition is always lower than the RMS error of transient hourly error.
4.4 Effects of Model Parameters
4.4.1 Effect of scaling covariance bounds in Gaussian process regression
Section 2.2 details the theoretical background of Gaussian process regression and suggests that one
of its strengths is its ability to make predictions on the test set, as well as provide a covariance
function, σgauss that indicates the uncertainty in prediction at a given test point. The covariance
function has a value specific to each test point, and depends on the number of training points
available in the proximity of the test point to support the GP prediction. This is in contrast to
linear regression, which has a constant standard deviation to indicate the uncertainty in prediction
for all test points.
Thus, the GP regression hypothesizes that a high fraction of the target values, f , lies within
the bounds [ypred,GP (Xe)−σgauss(Xe), ypred,GP (Xe)+σgauss(Xe)]. While the covariance function
σgauss depends on the test points (Xe), σgauss can be scaled by a constant factor to regulate the
confidence levels of the predictions, i.e. regulate the probability f of a target value lying within
the GP bounds, f = p[ypred,GP (Xe) − σgauss(Xe) < ysim,e < ypred,GP (Xe) + σgauss(Xe)]. Thus,
σgauss can be modified as follows:
σgauss ← (1 + κ)(σgauss) (30)
Here κ is a constant parameter within the interval [0, 1]. Figure 25 presents how the performance
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RMS of hourly fuel consumption
RMS error in prediction
Figure 12. Bar chart showing RMS of simulated fuel
consumption in a small office (in MJ) at Hill City,
MN, with associated errors in NN predictions

















RMS of hourly fuel consumption
RMS error in prediction
Figure 13. Bar chart showing RMS of simulated fuel
consumption in a supermarket (in MJ) at Hill City,
MN, with associated errors in NN predictions
metrics f , the ratio σgauss,rms/RMS(ysim,t) and ecov,rms vary with scale factor κ for a January
fuel consumption profile at Hill City, MN. The figure shows that as the root-mean-squared value of
the covariance interval/uncertainty (σgauss) increases linearly with scale factor κ, the probability
f increases with diminishing returns. The plot also shows that fixing one of the performance
parameters f , σgauss,rms/RMS(ysim,t) and ecov,rms automatically fixes the other two. Thus, for
the aforementioned fuel consumption profile, if we choose to have a confidence level of greater than
90%, we need to fix κ > 0.2, and have to concede σgauss,rms/RMS(ysim,t) > 11.8%. Physically, this
means that at κ = 0.2, the EnergyPlus-simulated fuel consumption for small office will be within
± 11.8% of the GP predictions with a probability of 90%. Hence, there is a trade-off between the
confidence level and the associated uncertainty in prediction.
Figure 26 depicts the corresponding plot for GP predictions for a January fuel consumption
profile at a supermarket in Phoenix, AZ. While the trends are similar to those observed in figure
25, the user-defined choices of κ for the two target functions are unlikely to be identical. For the
case of a small office in Hill City, MN, the value of f and σgauss,rms/RMS(ysim,t) at κ = 0 are 0.59
and 20% respectively; whereas for the case of a supermarket in Phoenix, AZ, the corresponding
values are 0.86 and 9.87% respectively. Thus, for the reference case of κ = 0, the GP covariance
functions can encapsulate the January hourly gas consumption profile for a supermarket in Phoenix,
AZ with a higher probability and a lower uncertainty, compared to the gas consumption profile for
a small office in Hill City, MN. As a result, GP predictions of the January gas consumption profile
in supermarket in Phoenix, AZ is likely to require a comparatively lower scale factor.
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RMS of hourly fuel consumption
RMS error in prediction
Figure 14. Bar chart showing RMS of simulated fuel
consumption in a restaurant (in MJ) at Hill City,
MN with associated errors in NN predictions























Figure 15. Absolute Errors in fuel consumption (MJ)
for a small office at different locations. The maxi-
mum absolute error for all locations is 15.7 MJ.
4.4.2 Effect of shifting schedules on machine learning model accuracy
So far, we have assumed that the schedule variables v are invariant from the training set to the
test set. We will relax this assumption in this section by perturbing the infiltration schedule in a
restaurant at small office from the training feature to test feature set, and observing the increment
in erms,NN , erms,GP and ecov,rms. The transformed schedule in the test set v
′
inf can be expressed
as follows:
vinf,e(t) = vinf,t(t− c) (31)
Here t is time in hours, where t = 2,3....24, and c is a constant (in hours) associated with the
shifting function. Figure 24 displays the translation expressed in equation 31, which is essentially
a co-variate shift with respect to schedule variables v. We can reason that the infiltration schedule
contributes significantly to building fuel consumption, as the corresponding Pearson coefficient
Rinf is between [0.6, 0.8] for all months. Figure 27 shows the relative errors erms,NN , erms,GP and
ecov,rms for c = 0,1 and 2. The figure reiterates the claim that neural networks are more robust
to overfitting compared to Gaussian processes when predicting point estimates. The increment in
erms,NN < 2% for c = 1 and < 4% for c = 2, for all months; while the maximum increment in
erms,GP is 5% and 9% for c = 1 and c = 2 respectively. The covariance error ecov,rms, however, does
not increase as much: the marginal increments in ecov,rms for c = 1 and c = 2 are 1.6% and 3.6%
respectively. This could be because with increasing dissimilarity between the training and test sets
due to covariance shift, the uncertainty in prediction, as indicated by the predictive variance σ2gauss
increase. This increase in predictive variance, to an extent, ensures that the covariance bounds
determined by GP either encapsulate or are close to the actual targets - thus preventing a drastic
increase in ecov,rms with increasing value of c. We can use the GP predictions for the month of May
as an example: the relative error erms,GP increase by a margin of 9% from c = 0 (baseline case)
to c = 2: when the corresponding ecov,rms only increases by a margin of 3.6%. This occurs as the
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Figure 16. Absolute Errors in fuel consumption (MJ)
for a supermarket at different locations. The maxi-
mum absolute error for all locations is 284.3 MJ.
























Figure 17. Absolute Errors in fuel consumption (MJ)
for a restaurant at different locations. The maximum




increases from 0.0272 to 0.0820 as c increases from 0 to 2, thus compensating for
the co-variate shift in schedule variables.
However, in practice, it is more likely that occupancy schedule will vary significantly from one
year to the next, as opposed to variables associated with building operation. Figure 27 shows how
the errors erms,NN , erms,GP and ecov,rms vary for different c values corresponding to a similar shift
in occupancy schedule, i.e. the occupancy schedule undergoes a similar transformation from training
set to test set as one described by equation 31. In physical terms, this transformation represents a
case where the mean and the peak occupancy values remain the same, but the time slot at which a
given occupancy value occurs is translated by c hours from training to test set. We have discussed
previously that the relative errors associated with small office are higher compared to those for other
two building types. Figure 28 shows that for a small office, the relative errors are more sensitive
to a shift in schedule variables. We notice again that for the given configurations of NN and GP,
neural networks are more robust to a shift in occupancy schedule. The maximum increase in errors
erms,NN are 4.3% and 4.5% for c = 1 and c = 2 respectively, whereas the corresponding maximum
increase in erms,GP are 18% and 35%. The covariance error ecov,rms, again, is not as prone to
co-variate shift, with maximum increments in ecov,rms being 4.5% and 5.6% for c = 1 and c = 2
respectively. Thus, static NN is preferred to GP regression for computing point estimates of fuel
consumption at one-hour resolution when schedules are likely to be perturbed from one year to the
next, whereas GP regression can still accurately predict range estimates under such schedule shifts.
5 Conclusions
This analysis develops a robust machine learning framework to make one year ahead forecasts of fuel
consumption at one-hour resolution for multiple building types and climate zones. The scheme uses
a feature selection procedure to find an optimal set of input variables that a given ML algorithm
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Figure 18. Scatter Plot showing error values in pre-
dicting fuel consumption in small office at different
climate zones



























Figure 19. Scatter Plot showing error values in pre-
dicting fuel consumption in supermarket at different
climate zones
can use to make hourly fuel consumption predictions. The analysis also recommends static neural
network for predicting point estimates of hourly fuel consumption and Gaussian process regression
for predicting an interval that has a high probability of bounding the target values of hourly fuel
consumption.
The key observations from this analysis can be summarized as follows:
• Static neural network and Gaussian Process regression have lower prediction errors compared
to NARX, multivariate linear regression and ridge regression. The NN and GP prediction
errors are, in general, usually within a margin of 5% of each other.
• The effects of variability of weather variables: both between the training and the test feature
set, and within the test feature set can quantitatively evaluated using similarity metrics.
These metrics can be used to generalize trends in ML performance across multiple building
types and climate zones.
• The maximum absolute error in model prediction for all climate zones were 15.7 MJ (14,880
Btu), 284.3 MJ (268,516 Btu) and 74.0 MJ (70,138 Btu) for small office, supermarket and
restaurant respectively. The maximum relative errors in predicting monthly fuel consumption
are 23.5%, 6.78% and 5.50% respectively for the aforementioned building types.
Future work comparing ML algorithms with deterministic energy balance methods will in-
vestigate techniques for their integration to improve on prediction accuracies obtained in this
analysis. Clustering algorithms also show promise for cases where a high number of training
observations are available (>3000 data points).
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Figure 20. Scatter Plot showing error values in predicting fuel consumption in small office at different climate zones























Figure 21. Scatter Plot showing error values in pre-
dicting monthly fuel consumption for a small at dif-
ferent climate zones





















Figure 22. Scatter Plot showing error values in pre-
dicting monthly fuel consumption in a supermarket
at different climate zones
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Figure 23. Scatter Plot showing error values in pre-
dicting monthly fuel consumption in restaurant at
different climate zones
























Figure 24. Plot showing the transformed schedules
for different ’c’ values






























Figure 25. f , σgauss,rms/RMS(ysim,T ) and
ecov,rms vs. κ corresponding to GP predictions for
fuel consumption profile in January in a small office
at Hill City, MN
































Figure 26. f , σgauss,rms/RMS(ysim,t) and
ecov,rms vs. κ corresponding to GP predictions for
fuel consumption profile in January in a supermarket
at Phoenix, AZ
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Figure 27. Scatter plot showing relative errors
erms,NN , erms,GP and ecov,rms corresponding to
different c values for a restaurant in Baltimore, MD.
The black, blue and green markers correspond to
erms,NN , erms,GP and ecov,rms respectively






















Figure 28. Relative errors erms,NN , erms,GP
ecov,rms corresponding to different c values for a
small office in Olympus, UT. The black, blue and
green markers correspond to erms,NN , erms,GP and
ecov,rms respectively.
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